Landscape genetics combines population genetics, landscape ecology, and spatial analysis to identify landscape and genetic factors that influence genetic and genomic variation. Progress in the field depends on a strong conceptual foundation and the means of identifying mechanistic connnections between environmental factors, landscape features, and genetic or genomic variation. Many existing approaches and much of the software commonly in use was developed for population genetics or statistics and is not entirely appropriate for landscape genetics. Probabilistic graph models provide a statistically rigorous and flexible means of constructing models directly applicable to landscape genetics. Probabilistic graph models also allow construction of mechanistic models, which are crucial elements in testing hypotheses. Sophisticated software exists for the analysis of graph models; however, much of it does not handle the types of data used for landscape genetics, model structures involving autoregressive spatial interaction between variables, or the scale of landscape genetics problems. Thus, an important priority for the field is to develop suitably flexible software tools for graph models that overcome these problems and allow landscape geneticists to explore meaningfully mechanistic and flexible models. We are developing such a library and applying it to examples in landscape genetics.
Progress in landscape genetics is so far limited by available analytical methods (Balkenhol et al., data. This is a serious limitation for a scientific field that repeatedly asserts that more mechanistic and predictive models and a stronger theoretical foundation are essential (Andrew et al., 2013;  to the model; unlike the other two, both the identity of alleles and their spatial location are observed.
This supports estimating additional random variables such as the inferred location of individuals and spatially-explicit allele distributions. 
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In contrast, a mechanistic approach would construct a model of the individual observations, e.g.,
124
individual multilocus genotypes (or genomes), as a function of assumed demographic, ecological, 125 and population genetic mechanisms. fundamental; rather they reduce to simple differences between the structure of the graphical models genetics and to encourage more transparent reasoning about alternative models. unidimensional and multidimensional data types requires a rich array of probability distributions.
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While the set of probabilistic graph models that has been applied to landscape genetics do not This puts severe stress on models that cannot harness the full power of multithreading, distributed 178 multiprocessing, and careful memory management. Being limited by the BUGS language, these 179 programs provide restricted capacity for modelers to address these issues. suited for landscape genetics applications.
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In addition to these two major classes of graph modeling software, a broad range of more 186 specialized software systems is also available; many of these are summarized by Murphy (2014).
187
Some are open source and may have potential for landscape genetics applications (Table 1) . These for landscape genetics models that may well encompass thousands or millions of random variables.
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Finally, the power and flexibility of graph models must be abstracted enough that a full spectrum of landscape geneticists can create simple models easily, test alternative and biologically relevant 209 models quickly, and improve upon the models and algorithms as needed.
210
It is little surprise that existing software tools are unable to meet these stringent demands; they widespread use because it is a Turing-complete language that can express an expansive set of models.
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In the case of GRAPHMODEL, we have focused initially on providing a set of generic components 223 that can be composed flexibly to develop an expansive set of models based upon probabilistic graph 224 models. Future work will provide increasingly higher levels of abstraction to simplify common use 225 cases. Note that the alternative of starting at a high level of abstraction, i.e., restricting the graph 226 models that are possible, is incompatible with the realization described here that probabilistic graph 227 models are a powerful and natural tool for landscape genetics and other fields.
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The outcome of this work is a highly compact way of encoding probabilistic graph models programming. Importantly, models can be described in a formal way that removes the ambiguity 232 inherent in natural language descriptions. Finally, because models are encoded directly in C++, 233 not interpreted, they can be reused as portions of larger programs for enhanced capability; this 234 is fundamentally impossible for interpreted modeling frameworks such as OpenBUGS or JAGS.
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The generality of this approach removes the limitations inherent to the available software and 236 characteristic of current approaches to landscape genetics data analysis, and ultimately will make it 237 easy to encode, and therefore explore, the complete space of relevant models. Some of the features 238 of the GRAPHMODEL library that make this possible are outlined in the following sections.
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Graph model vertices Probabilistic graph models are of course composed of vertices and edges. read from a variety of data sources. One common source of data is from a file containing a dataframe, 
329
Arbitrary code or third-party libraries may be used to access data and associate it with random 330 variables, distributions, or expressions used in a probabilistic graph model.
331
Probability calculations All computationally efficient representations of real numbers are approxi-332 mate and cover a restricted subset. This can be a serious problem when calculating joint probability 333 distributions, because they often involve products of a very large number of terms. Naïve solutions 334 based upon, for example, native data types can easily result in underflow errors, which are usually 335 silent yet yield completely erroneous results. The concrete probability type for random variables and 336 distributions is a template parameter and thus can be selected by the modeler to avoid these problems. One option provided by the GRAPHMODEL library is a numeric type storing its value internally 338 on a logarithmic scale, but implementing the normal arithmetic operators (e.g., +, −, * , /, %) and available. Because all of the code in the GRAPHMODEL library is generic, any type that implements 345 arithmetic operators and functions appropriately can be used for probability calculations. (Pritchard et al., 2000) . Each circle represents a random variable (or a set of them for those enclosed within boxes) and each arrow represents a dependency of one random variable upon another. This models N individuals each sampled for M (usually two) alleles. P represents the allele frequency distribution in each of K populations and Z represents the assignment of alleles to populations. θ is the distribution of assignments and α and λ are Bayesian priors. The single filled circle indicates that among these random variables only the alleles have been observed; the rest are inferred (or fixed in the case of α and λ ). Args&& ... args) { return evaluate_terminal(expr,std::forward<Args>(args)...); } // Construct a log expression function // template < typename Wrapper > auto log (expression_function<Wrapper>&& function) { using function_type = expression_function<Wrapper>; using log_function_type = log_function<function_type>; return make_expression_function(log_function_type(std::move(function))); } template < typename Expr > auto log (Expr&& expr) { return log(make_expression_function(std::forward<Expr>(expr))); } template < typename Expression > auto log (log_function<Expression> const& expr) { return expr; } template < typename Expression > auto log (log_function<Expression>&& expr) { return std::move(expr); } Figure 5 . Implementation of the log() expression function.
